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This is an individual, non-profit site. If this site is good enough to show, please enter this site for others. Since 2010 :: HOME :: Privacy Policy + Contact 21-DAY FULL REFUND POLICYAUTHENTIC GRADE-A BATERIA GARANTA Panasonic-Sanyo GA is a good high capacity cell when you need up to
10 amps of maximum continuous discharge current. It has a high energy density - 693 Wh/l volumetric and 224 Wh/kg gravimetric. This is a popular choice for electric vehicles. Battery Specifications: Model: NCR18650GA Manufacturer: Panasonic-Sanyo Chemistry: NCR Max. Continuous discharge
current: 10A Typical capacity: 3450 mAh Minimum capacity: 3350 mAh Nominal voltage: 3.6 V Charging voltage: 4.20 Standard charging current: 1.475 A Here is a link to Panasonic-Sanyo GA Spec Sheet Battery Bro has back Don't worry about quality when buying from Bro Battery. the largest state-of-
the-art battery every time. Price 18650 batteries are commodity cells, and as a wholesaler, I understand how important the price is for the bottom line. As such, we offer international shipping directly from Asia to save money in larger quantities. Shipping We Ship Around the World Normally Through UPS,
FedEx (DAP) and Special Line (DDP) under Incoterms 2010. Full 21-day refund All battery cell controls are subject to our 21-day full refund policy to allow sufficient time to test authenticity and performance. Battery Bro Quality Guarantee has been in business since 2014 and has never sold counterfeit
cells. We value long-term customer relationships and encourage our customers to test performance cells against the manufacturer's official records. In Asia, 18650 batteries are binned quality in A, B, and smaller bins. C-bin batteries are often recycled from batteries. The lower batteries of the bin will be
underperforming and can be dangerous. We will only provide Grade A cells, unless it is specifically necessary to otherwise, for example, some customers may prefer Chinese B-grade cells for low-cost ESS projects. We can also confirm the batch date code, run test (such as moisture/voltage/capacity),
and handle other IQC requirements. Safety Take a look at our battery safety infographic 18650 Some general tips do not exceed max. continuous download ratings. Keep the temperature below 60 degrees Celsius. Do not carry light batteries in your pocket. Free Safety Brochures For Retailers Selling
Batteries 18650: Increase battery sales and protect yourself from liability with 18650. Customers ignorant of battery safety are not likely to purchase 18,650 batteries or upgrade to the MODs that require them. You, the store owner, can show your customers that your store cares about their safety, pack
our safety brochures with the batteries you sell. Did you know? In 2015, an e-cig store was sued for a million dollars in a customer's pocket. A safety brochure could have prevented this and protected the retailer from a process. Get 50 free brochures on your first purchase of 20 cells or more. Visit the
battery brochure product page. Characteristics of the download rate of NCR18650GA 2 4.5 4.0 3.5 Load :CC-CV:1.675A-4.2V(67mA cut) at 25°C Download:CC:2A, 4A, 6A, 8A,10A up to 2,5V to 25°C 100 2A 4A 8A 10A 80 60 3.0 40 2.5 20 2.0 0 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 Download
capacity(mAh) The data in this document are for descriptive purposes only and are not intended to make or imply any warranty or guarantee. 4J14Z5UTAS Characteristics of the discharge rate of NCR18650GA 2 4.5 4.0 3.5 Load :CC-CV:1.675A-4.2V(67mA cut) at 25°C Download:CC:2A, 4A, 6A, 8A,10A
up to 2,5V to 25°C 100 2A 4A 8A 10A 80 60 3.0 40 2.5 20 2.0 0 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 Download capacity(mAh) The data in this document are for descriptive purposes only and are not intended to make or imply any guarantee or guarantee. 4J14Z5UTAS Jump to main content This is an
Authentic Panasonic NCR18650GA (also marketed as a Sanyo NCR18650GA). It is a 3500 mAh 10 A battery and is one of the best high power batteries we offer. It competes with the LG MJ1, and is a popular choice for things like e-bike batteries and electric vehicle batteries. Panasonic NCR18650GA



Datasheet Note this battery has two different models coating depending on the manufacturing facility, so it may not look like the image, but you can always be sure that we will sell the authentic NCR18650GA. Please note that these batteries are not suitable for most e-cigarette applications due to output
10A. Quick NCR18650GA Specifications: Max Continuous Current Download: 10A Typical Capacity: 3450 mAh (minimum 3350mAh) Style: FLAT Top Maximum Dimensions: 65.30mm x 18.50 diameter Mm Recommended interruption voltage: 2.5V Weight: 48g Voltage: 3.6V Full charge Voltage: 4.2V
Charging current: 1.675A Standard Unprotected Origin: China or Japan Batteries are sold individually. If the battery is damaged or defective on arrival (it will not take the first charge or has problems with the first cycle), please let us know within 14 days of receiving the order and we will straighten this
charge. Please read our full store policy on defective products here for more information and to see if you are eligible. Manufacturer ratings: Please see more information on manufacturer ratings here. Warning: Lithium-ion batteries may explode or burn due to improper use. The use of these batteries for
purposes not intended for the manufacturer, including outside a battery and/or without a BMS, may cause serious injury and damage. We are not responsible for the injuries caused by lithium-ion batteries - used at your own risk. All rechargeable batteries pose inherent risks in any circumstance. Be
careful when working with li-ion li-ion batteries LiPo (lithium-ion polymer) and any rechargeable cells (together rechargeable batteries) because they have dangerous charging characteristics and are known to explode or burn if mishandled. A buyer and user of rechargeable batteries should be able to
educate themselves on rechargeable batteries, in particular with regard to charging, unloading, assembly and storage. Learn more about proper storage and care of rechargeable batteries here. We are not responsible for damage caused by improper use or mismanagement of rechargeable batteries.
Here are some tips: Never discharge batteries completely (below 2.5 V under charge or 3V discharged) Charge completely (up to 4.2V) before first use Never charge batteries at 4.3V or above Do not charge fully charged li-ion batteries for a long period of time (weeks or more) If you need to store the
battery, stored only in a box or in an individual box in a cool, dry place at approximately 3,6-3,7 V Use only high-quality battery chargers Do not expose to heat Do not connect positive contact to negative contact without an adequate charge Never exceed specifications Never attempt to charge or
discharge li-ion batteries with battery chargers that are not made for li-ion batteries Always charge these batteries on and inside fire retardant Never leave rechargeable batteries in an unattended charging station Do not use any rechargeable battery or charger if there is visible damage , or if wrong
handling is known, accidentally or otherwise, it has always occurred store and transport rechargeable cells in a secure, non-conductive container (never keep a spare battery free in a pocket, bag, etc. and always use protective casings) Properly remove all battery cells and chargers in accordance with
local laws and mandates (if you are not sure , contact your local municipality) If a rechargeable battery overheats, stops or swells, immediately quarantinethe battery from any combustible materials - ideally, take the battery from outside If a rechargeable battery catches fire, the FAA recommends pouring
water or soda into the battery and in surrounding areas - ideally, use a foam fire extinguisher to quench the fire By purchasing this product , you agree that the seller does not offer any guarantees in respect of the goods sold on this site, including any (a) warranty of merchantability or (b) warranty of
suitability for a particular purpose, express or implied by law, course of trading, course performance, use of trade or otherwise. Buyer acknolwledges that was not based on any representation or warranty made by the seller, or any other person on behalf of the seller. If the buyer purchases for resale, it
assumes full responsibility and agrees to send all notices and warnings to the buyer. Sanyo/Panasonic NCR18650GA 3500mAh (Red) Official Specifications: Nominal Capacity: 3300mAh Minimum Capacity: 3350mAh Typical Typical 3450mAh Nominal voltage: 3.6V Download termination voltage: 2.5V
Charging current (Std.): 1.675A Load voltage: 4.20 +/-0.03V Charging time (Std): 4.0 hours Continuous download current (Max.): 4.0 hours Continuous download current (Max.): 4.0 hours Continuous download current (Max.): 4.0 hours Continuous download current (Max.): 4.0 hours Continuous
download current (Max.): 4.0 hours Continuous download current (Max.): 4.0 hours Continuous download time (Max.): 4.0 hours Continuous download current (Max.): 4.03V load (Std): 4.0 hours Continuous discharge current (Max.): 4.0 hours Continuous discharge current (Max.): 10A Internal resistance
(AC 1kHz): Cycle life: 300 cycles up to 70% Weight : Operating temperature: Load: +10 ~ +45°C, Download: -20 ~ +60°C Storage conditions: less than 1 month: -20 ~ +50°C, less than 3 months: -20 ~ +40°C, less than 1 year: -20 ~ +20°C (80% capacity left) A high capacity cell from one of the largest
LiIon manufacturer. As expected, this discharge curve is almost perfect tracking. Cells are high-capacity cells, but they can deliver some current. Because I cut the discharge to 2.8 volts, I don't get the maximum capacity from the cell. The cells are evaluated for 10A and at 15A discharge the batteries
become very hot, on the first cell we finished the discharge at 75°C and the second cell we finished at 85°C (the maximum allowed temperature of the cell is 70°C). Conclusion These cells has a very good capacity and can also handle the current, this makes it one of the current top cells for that. Being
from Panasonic there is no doubt that it is good cells. Notes and links are done test and read charts is a protected battery LiIon built More about the top button and top flat batteries Compare with 18650 and other batteries
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